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Let KG be a prime group algebra with G a polycyclic-by-ﬁnite group. In this
paper we prove that KG is a CS-ring or a PP-ring if and only if either G is
torsion-free or G ∼= D∞ and char K = 2. The proof requires group theoretic as well
as group ring arguments. © 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be a ring. An R-module M is said to be an essential submodule
of N , written M ess N , if for every nonzero submodule L ⊆ N , we have
M ∩ L = 0. A submodule Q of M is a complement in M if Q has no
proper essential extension in M . R is said to be CS if every complement
ideal is a direct summand of R. In particular, every Noetherian domain is
a CS-ring. Furthermore, R is said to be PP if every principal right ideal is
projective. Certainly every domain has this property, and it is known that a
nonsingular CS-ring is PP. Recall that the right singular ideal of a ring R is
Sing	R
 = r ∈ RrQ = 0 for some essential right ideal Q of R. R is said
to be non-singular if the right singular ideal of R is zero. The main result
of [JKMS00] asserts that the group algebra KD∞ of the inﬁnite dihedral
group D∞ is a CS-ring if and only if char K = 2. In this paper, we classify
those prime group algebras KG, with G polycyclic-by-ﬁnite, which satisfy
either the CS or the PP condition. We show that this occurs if and only if
either G is torsion free or G ∼= D∞ and char K = 2.
Section 2 obtains information on the group theoretic structure of G when
we know that KG is prime. Section 3 contains the necessary ring theoretic
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results. Finally, in Section 4 we show by example that the main result of
this paper cannot be extended to solvable-by-ﬁnite groups.
2. GROUP THEORETIC RESULTS
Deﬁnition 2.2.1. Suppose  is a property of groups. A group
G is called poly- if there exists a ﬁnite chain of subgroups 1 =
G0G1 · · · Gn−1 Gn = G such that each of the factor groups
Gi/Gi−1 has the property  .
In an effort to characterize those group algebras that are prime
and PP, we will consider groups of the form G = HA, where H is
poly-inﬁnite-cyclic, and A is ﬁnite. As we can see from the following
lemma, these are essentially all the polycyclic-by-ﬁnite groups.
Lemma 2.2.2. The following properties of a group are equivalent:
1. poly-(cyclic or ﬁnite)
2. polycyclic-by-ﬁnite
3. ( poly-inﬁnite-cyclic)-by-ﬁnite.
Proof. See [Seg83, Proposition 2].
We recall [Pas77, Theorem 4.2.10] that the group algebra KG is prime
if and only if the group G has no nonidentity ﬁnite normal subgroup. Other
equivalent conditions are that 	G
 = x ∈ G  G  G	x
 < ∞ is
torsion-free abelian or that +	G
 = x ∈ 	G
  o	x
 < ∞ = 1. Both
	G
 and +	G
 are characteristic subgroups of G and will play important
roles in subsequent arguments. The following lemmas will help us better
understand the group structure of G.
Lemma 2.2.3. Let H be a torsion-free group and let A be a ﬁnite group
acting on H. If H  H	A
 <∞ then A acts trivially on H.
Proof. Let G = HA and recall that +	G
 = x ∈ G  G  G	x
 <
∞ o	x
 <∞ is a characteristic subgroup of G. If a ∈ A, then
G  G	a
 ≤ G  HH  H	a
 <∞
Also o	a
 < ∞ because A is ﬁnite. Thus A ⊆ +	G
G. But HG
and, since H is torsion-free, +	G
 ∩H = 1 Therefore +	G
 commutes
with H, and in particular A acts trivially on H.
Lemma 2.2.4. Let H be a torsion-free group and let A be a group acting
on H. If the action is faithful, then +	HA
 = 1.
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Proof. Let G = HA and take any element g ∈ +	G
. Consider the
group generated by this element, say B =< g >. Note that B is a ﬁnite
group acting on H and
H  H	B
 = H  H	g
 = HG	g
  G	g
 ≤ G  G	g
 <∞
So, by Lemma 2.2.3, B acts trivially on H. Now write g = ha, where h ∈
H, a ∈ A. Since g acts trivially on H, we have 	ha
−1h	ha
 = h, which
yields ha = ah. Thus 1 = go	g
 = ho	g
ao	g
 ∈ HA. But H is torsion-
free, so h = 1 and therefore B ⊆ A. Summarizing, we have B ⊆ A, which
means that B acts faithfully on H. But B acts trivially on H, so g = 1 and
+	G
 = 1.
This result has particular interest when A is ﬁnite. Then KHA is
prime if and only if A acts faithfully on H. We will need to consider the
special case where H = F is nilpotent. To this end, we require the following
deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.2.5. Let G be an arbitrary group and deﬁne  	G
G so
that  	G
/G′ is the full torsion subgroup of G/G′. In this way G/ 	G
 is
torsion-free and abelian. Note that even when G is torsion-free,  	G
 may
be strictly larger than G′.
Notice that if φ	G




′. Therefore φ	 	G

 ⊆  	φ	G







Lemma 2.2.6. Let F be a nilpotent group. If 	F
 is torsion-free, then
F/	F
 is torsion-free.
Proof. We show, ﬁrst, that 	F
 torsion-free implies that 2	F
/	F

is also torsion-free. Thus suppose x ∈ 2	F
 with xr ∈ 	F
 for some
integer r > 0. If y is any element of F , then since x y ∈ 	F
 we have
x yr = xr y = 1. Hence x y = 1, since 	F
 is a torsion-free group.




It is now trivial to prove the lemma by induction on the nilpotence class
of F . Let F = F/	F




Thus the inductive hypothesis applies and F/	F
 is torsion-free. But then
F is torsion-free and hence so is F .
Lemma 2.2.7. Let F be a torsion-free nilpotent group and let A be a ﬁnite
group acting faithfully on F . Then A acts faithfully on F/ 	F
.
Proof. We will proceed by induction on the nilpotence class of F , the
result being trivial when F is abelian. Let Z = 	F
, T =  	F
, B =
A	F/T 
. We want to prove that B = 1. Consider F = F/Z. B acts trivially
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on F/T ; thus it also centralizes F/ 	F
. By lemma 2.2.6, F is torsion-
free, so we can apply the inductive hypothesis and conclude that B acts
trivially on F . Therefore FB F = BF F ⊆ ZF = 1, and, by the
three subgroups lemma [Isa94, Lemma 8.27], F F B = 1. Thus B acts
trivially on F ′. If t is an arbitrary element of T , let G be the subgroup of
F generated by F ′ and all the conjugates of t under the action of B. Since
B is ﬁnite, G/F ′ is a ﬁnitely generated group. Also t has ﬁnite order and
G/F ′ is abelian, so G  F ′ < ∞. But G is a torsion-free group, so by
Lemma 2.2.3, B acts trivially on G. Since this is true for any t in T , B
centralizes T .
Now let G = FB, so that T G. Since B centralizes F/T , F/T nor-
malizes TB/T and therefore G/T normalizes TB/T . Thus TBG. Note
that
TB  TB	B
 ≤ TB  T  <∞
Therefore B ⊆ +	TB
G because +	TB
 is a characteristic subgroup
of TB and TBG. Also, since F is torsion-free, +	TB
 ∩ F = 1. So F
and +	TB
 are normal subgroups of G with trivial intersection. Therefore
B ⊆ +	TB
 ⊆ G	F
. But B acts faithfully on F , so B = 1.
Under these circumstances we have a faithful action on a torsion-free
abelian group.
Lemma 2.2.8. Let G be a ﬁnitely generated torsion-free Abelian group and
let A be a nontrivial ﬁnite group acting faithfully on G. If A normalizes every
direct summand of G, then A ∼= /2 and A acts dihedrally on G.
Proof. Write G = G1 ⊕G2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Gn as a direct sum of cyclic groups,
where Gi =< gi >∼= . Pick an element 1 = a ∈ A. By hypothesis, a nor-
malizes each of the direct factors Gi, so g
a
i = gαii , where αi = ±1. Since the
action is faithful, not all the αi are +1, so we can assume α1 = −1.
Now write G =< g1gi > ⊕G2 ⊕ · · · ⊕Gn, with i = 1. Since A normalizes
< g1gi >, we get 	g1gi
a = g−11 gαii = 	g1gi
β. Thus β = αi = −1 for every
i and a acts dihedrally on G. If 1 = b ∈ A, then gab = 	g−1
b = g. Thus
ab = 1, and A ∼= /2.
Lemma 2.2.9. Let F be a torsion-free nilpotent group. If F/ 	F
 is cyclic
then F is cyclic.
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction on the nilpotence class of
F . If F is abelian, then  	F
 = 1 and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise
let F = F/	F
 and note that by lemma 2.2.6, F is torsion-free. F/ 	F
 is
a homomorphic image of F/ 	F
 and it is therefore cyclic. By the inductive
hypothesis this shows that F is cyclic. But F = F/	F
, so F is Abelian and
hence cyclic.
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Lemma 2.2.10. Let H be a polycyclic torsion-free group. If the Fitting sub-
group F = F	H
 is cyclic, then H is cyclic.
Proof. Let us ﬁrst recall that since H satisﬁes the ascending chain con-
dition on subgroups [Seh78, Proposition 2.2], it has a Fitting subgroup.
Assume H = 1. Then F = 1 and hence F is inﬁnite cyclic. Now let 1 =
x ∈ H. Since the only nontrivial automorphism of F has order 2, we know
that x2 commutes with F . But F is self-centralizing and H is torsion-free,
so 1 = x2 ∈ F . Finally x commutes with x2, a nonidentity element of F , so
x commutes with F . Hence x ∈ F and F = H.
3. RING THEORETIC RESULTS
We will now try to get a better control over the PP condition. We note
ﬁrst that PP is inherited by subgroups.
Lemma 3.3.1. If KG is PP and H ⊆ G is a subgroup, then KH is
also PP.
Proof. We can write
KG = KH ⊕U (1)
a direct sum of KH-bimodules. Now take x ∈ KH. We want to show
that xKH is a projective KH-module. From (1) we get
xKG = xKH ⊕ xU
But since KG is PP by hypothesis we know that xKG is projective and
therefore a direct summand of a free KG-module. In particular xKH
is a direct summand of a free KH-module.
The PP condition is equivalent to the right annihilator of any element
of R being generated by an idempotent. In fact, if we let x be an arbitrary
element of R, the right ideal xR is projective if and only if the short exact
sequence 0 → rann	x
 → R → xR → 0 splits. This occurs if and only if
rann	x
 is generated by an idempotent. We are consequently interested in
understanding the idempotents in KG. Notice that from the preceding
argument we cannot conclude that xR is generated by an idempotent since
the splitting map xR→ R is not in general the inclusion map.
Lemma 3.3.2. Let G = FA, where F is ﬁnitely generated torsion-free




Proof. By [Pas77, Lemma 5.1.10], KG is a free left K[F]-module with
basis A, and therefore embeds it inMn	KF




. We will proceed by induction
on the nilpotence class of F to show that there are no nonzero idempo-
tents in Mn	ω	KF

. Let e = 	eij
ij ∈ Mn	ω	KF

 be an idempotent.









 is still torsion-free and has a smaller nilpotence class




, we can conclude that e gets mapped to athbf0.
Therefore eij ∈ I = ω	K	F

KF and e ∈ Mn	I
. Also, since e is an

















The latter equality occurs because KF is a free K	F
-module.
But K	F
 is a Noetherian domain and ω	K	F

 is a proper
ideal, so we can apply Krull’s intersection theorem to conclude that⋂∞
k=1ω	K	F

k = 0. In particular e = 0.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let S be a ring. Assume S has a subring R such that R is a
domain and both SR and RS are free Noetherian R-modules. Then, for x ∈ S,
rannS	x
 = 0 if and only if lannS	x
 = 0. In particular this result applies
when S = KG, where G is polycyclic-by-ﬁnite.
Proof. Assume rannS	x
 = 0 and consider the inﬁnite sum R + xR +
x2R + · · · of right R-modules in S. Since SR is Noetherian, this sum can
not be direct, so there is some relation of the form xnb0 + xn+1b1 + · · · +
xn+mbm = 0, where we can assume that b0 = 0. But rannS	x
 = 0, so we
have b0 + xb1 + · · · + xmbm = 0. Now pick y ∈ lannS	x
 and multiply the
preceding equation on the left by y. We get yb0 = 0 and since S is a free
R-module, y = 0. The result follows by right–left symmetry.
When S = KG and G is polycyclic-by-ﬁnite, we know there is a normal
poly- subgroup H ⊆ G of ﬁnite index for which R = KH is a domain.
Thus the above hypotheses are satisﬁed and therefore KG has the appro-
priate annihilator properties.
Lemma 3.3.4. Let G = FA where F is a ﬁnitely generated torsion-free
nilpotent group, and A is ﬁnite. Assume KG is prime and PP. Let HF be
a normal subgroup of F . If F/H is torsion-free Abelian, then H is normalized
by the action of A, so HG.
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Proof. Suppose H is not normalized by the action of A, so there are
some h ∈ H and some a ∈ A such that ha /∈ H. Let u = 	1− a
	1− h
a ∈
KG and let e be an idempotent generating rann	u
. Since 	1+ a+ · · · +
ao	a
−1
u = 0, we know e = 0 (Lemma 3.3.3). Write e = ∑t∈A txt , where
xt ∈ KF. Since e ∈ rann	u































where in the last line we replaced t by at as the summation index. Thus
	1− h
atxt = 	1− h
txa−1t  ∀t ∈ A
Note that these equations are in KF, so we can apply the natural homo-




Since ha /∈ Hρt	1 − hat
 = 0. Recall that F/Ht is torsion-free Abelian;
thus KF/Ht is a domain and ρt	xt
 = 0. That is, xt ∈ ω	KHt
KF ⊆
ω	KF
. Thus e ∈ w	KF
KG. By Lemma 3.3.2, e = 0. This is a contra-
diction arising from the assumption that H was not normalized by A.
The following observations about an abelian group algebra will be of
assistance soon:
Lemma 3.3.5. Let A be a ﬁnitely generated free abelian group. Then:
1. KA is a UFD.
2. All units of KA are of the form αg, where α ∈ K \ 0 and g ∈ A.
3. If A is not cyclic, then there are g h ∈ A such that 1− g − h+ h2
is irreducible and relatively prime to 1− g−1 − h−1 + h−2.
Proof. We can view KA as the polynomial ring Kx1     xn localized
at the multiplicative set S generated by x1     xn. Since Kx1     xn is
a UFD, so is KA. Part 2 follows from [Pas77, Lemma 13.1.9]. For Part 3,
Let u = 1−x1−x2+x22, v = 1−x−11 −x−12 +x−22 . Then we know u is prime
in Kx1     xn. Suppose u = a/s · b/t where a b ∈ Kx1     xn and s,
t ∈ S. Then uab in Kx1     xn , so ua or ub. Thus either u is a unit,
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or u is prime in KA. From part 2 we know that u is not a unit. A similar
argument holds for v. Finally, if u and v are not relatively prime, they have
to differ by a unit factor, so αg	1 − x1 − x2 + x22
 = 1 − x−11 − x−12 + x−22
for some f ∈ K − 0 and g ∈ A. Considering the term αg on the left, we
have at most four possibilities for g, but none of them make the equality
possible. Thus, u and v are relatively prime.
Lemma 3.3.6. Let F be a torsion-free nilpotent group and let A ∼= /2
act dihedrally on F/ 	F
. If KFA is PP, then F is cyclic.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.9, it sufﬁces to show that F/ 	F
 is cyclic. Let
0 = u ∈ KF be arbitrary and deﬁne w = u + au ∈ KFA, where 1 =
a ∈ A. Note that 	1− a
w = 0, so, by Lemma 3.3.3, we know that the right
annihilator of w is not trivial. Therefore rann	w
 is generated by a nonzero
idempotent e = x+ ay.
Direct computation of we = 0 and e2 = e shows us that the following
equations hold:
ux+ uay = 0
yx+ xay = y
Consider now the ring epimorphism φ:KF −→ KF/ 	F
 which com-
mutes with the action of a. The preceding equations become
ux+ uay = 0 (2)
yx+ xay = y (3)
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that F/ 	F
 is not cyclic. By
Lemma 3.3.5 there are g h ∈ F/ 	F
 such that 1 − g − h + h2 and
1 − g−1 − h−1 + h−2 are relatively prime. Now choose u such that
u = 1 − g − h + h2. Then u and ua are relatively prime. From Eq.(1),
we conclude that ua divides x, so that x is in the augmentation ideal
ω	KF/ 	F

, since u is in this ideal. Equation (2) shows that y is also
in the augmentation ideal, and so e ∈ ω	KF
KG. But by Lemma 3.3.2,
e = 0, which contradicts the choice of e. Thus F/ 	F
 is cyclic.
We are ready for a ﬁrst major step toward our goal of characterizing all
polycyclic-by-ﬁnite groups whose group algebra is prime and PP.
Theorem 3.3.7. Let G = FA, where F is a ﬁnitely generated torsion-
free nilpotent group and A is a nontrivial ﬁnite group. If KG is prime and
PP then F is cyclic and G ∼= D∞
Proof. Let T =  	F
. Since KG is prime, A acts faithfully on F . Thus
by Lemma 2.2.7, A acts faithfully on F/T , which is a ﬁnitely generated
torsion-free Abelian group. Now, in order to use Lemma 2.2.8, we need
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to show that any direct summand of F/T is normalized by the action of
A. Suppose H/T is a direct summand of F/T . Then F/H is torsion-free
abelian, so, by Lemma 3.3.4, H is normalized by the action of A. Thus, by
Lemma 2.2.8, we conclude that A ∼= /2 and A acts dihedrally on F/T .
Finally Lemma 3.3.6 shows that F is cyclic and G ∼= D∞.
Let us now work toward the general case.
Lemma 3.3.8. Let G be a polycyclic-by-ﬁnite group. Assume that KG is
PP and prime. By Lemma 2.2.2 we know that there is a poly-inﬁnite-cyclic
subgroup HG of ﬁnite index in G. Let F =  	H
 be the Fitting subgroup
of H and let A be a ﬁnite subgroup of G. Then KFA is also PP and prime.
Proof. Write C = G	F
 and take any a ∈ A ∩ C. We will show that
a ∈ +	C
. Since F centralizes a, 	F
 ⊆ C	a
. Also C ∩H = H	F
 ⊆ F
by a property of the Fitting subgroup of a solvable group, and thus C ∩H ⊆
	F
.
Now we can compute
C  C	a
 ≤ C  	F
 ≤ C  C ∩H = CH  H ≤ G  H <∞
Therefore a ∈ +	C
. But recall that +	C
 is a characteristic subgroup of
C and C is a normal subgroup of G, so +	C
G. Furthermore +	C
 ∩
H = 1 because H is torsion-free. Thus +	C
 ≤ G  H < ∞. Since
KG is prime, it has no nontrivial ﬁnite normal subgroups, so +	C
 = 1.
In particularA∩C = 1, soA acts faithfully on F . Finally, since F is torsion-
free, 2.2.4 implies that +	FA
 = 1 and hence KFA is prime.
Note that if A is nontrivial, then FA ∼= D∞ by Theorem 3.3.7.
Lemma 3.3.9. The group algebra KD∞ is right CS if and only if
charK = 2.
Proof. This is the main result of [JKMS00].
Theorem 3.3.10. Let KG be prime with G polycyclic-by-ﬁnite. Then the
following are equivalent:
i. KG is a CS-ring.
ii. KG is a PP-ring.
iii. G is torsion-free or G ∼= D∞ and charK = 2
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) [CH77, Theorem 5.1].
Let x ∈ KG. We will show that the right annihilator of x is a comple-
ment in KG. Let W = rann	x
. Suppose W ess V ⊆ KG and pick an
arbitrary v ∈ V . Deﬁne I = r ∈ KGvr ∈ W . We claim that I ess KG.
Indeed, let X be an arbitrary nonzero right ideal of KG. If vX = 0, then
vX ⊆ W , so X ⊆ I and X ∩ I = 0. If vX = 0, then vX is a nonzero
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submodule of V and, since W ess V , vX ∩ W = 0. Therefore X ∩ I = 0.
In any case X ∩ I = 0 and so I is essential in KG. Now vI ⊆ W , so
xvI = 0. Thus I is an essential right ideal which annihilate xv. But KG is
semiprime Noetherian and thus non-singular [Pas77, Lemma 10.4.9]. This
forces xv to be 0 so that v ∈ W . Therefore W = V is a complement. Finally,
since KG is a CS-ring, W is a direct summand and is therefore generated
by an idempotent. Since x was arbitrary, this shows that KG is PP.
(ii)⇒ (iii). Suppose G is not torsion-free. By Lemma 2.2.2, there is a
poly-inﬁnite cyclic normal subgroup H of ﬁnite index in G. Let 1 = A ⊆ G
be an arbitrary ﬁnite subgroup and let F = F	H
 be the Fitting subgroup
of H. By Lemma 3.3.8, KFA is also prime and PP. Therefore, by theorem
3.3.7, F is cyclic and A ∼= /2. By Lemma 2.2.10, H is cyclic. In particular
H ⊆ 	G
. Now, 	G
 is torsion-free abelian and has a cyclic subgroup of
ﬁnite index, so 	G
 = g. Let x y ∈ G− 	G
, so that g /∈ G	x
 Now
gx = g−1 and gxy = g, so that xy ∈ 	G
. Since x y were arbitrary, we
conclude that G  	G
 = 2 and G = 	G
A ∼= D∞ Finally, by Lemma
3.3.9, charK = 2.
(iii)⇒ (i). If G ∼= D∞ and charK = 2, then Lemma 3.3.9 shows that
KG is CS. If G is torsion-free, then KG is a Noetherian domain
[Pas89, Theorem 37.5] and therefore CS, since every nonzero right ideal is
essential.
4. EXAMPLES
A natural question that one could ask is, what happens if we relax the
polycyclic-by-ﬁnite hypothesis on the group G—in particular, if we assume
G to just be solvable-by-ﬁnite? As we will see in the following example, this
extra freedom allows the possibility of different PP-rings. Let us start by
considering (von Neumann) regular rings. According to a characterization
due to von Neumann [Pas77, Lemma 3.1.3], a ring R is regular if and only
if every ﬁnitely generated right ideal is generated by an idempotent. In
particular, any regular ring is PP. In the case of group rings, it is known
that KG is regular if and only if G is locally ﬁnite and has no elements
of order p if char K = p [Pas77, Theorem 3.1.5]. To construct a solvable
group with these properties, recall the deﬁnition of a wreath product.
Deﬁnition 4.4.1. Let G and H be groups. Then the wreath product of
G by H, written G H, is deﬁned as follows. For each x ∈ H, we let Gx be
the set of ordered pairs Gx = g xg ∈ G with multiplication deﬁned by
g1 xg2 x = g1g2 x. In this way Gx is clearly a group isomorphic to G.
Moreover, if y ∈ H then y induces an automorphism of W = ∏x∈H Gx, the
weak direct product of the groups Gx by
∏gx xy =
∏gx xy. This yields
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an action of H on W , and we set G H = WH, the semidirect product
of W by H.
Theorem 4.4.2. Consider A, a nonidentity ﬁnite abelian group, and B, an
inﬁnite periodic abelian group where A and B have no elements of order p if
charK = p. Then KA  B is prime and PP.
Proof. The wreath product A  B is solvable and has no ﬁnite normal
subgroups. It is also locally ﬁnite and therefore regular. Thus the group
ring KA  B is prime and PP.
Another interesting type of group ring to consider is G = Cn  C∞, the
wreath product of the ﬁnite cyclic group Cn by the inﬁnite cyclic group C∞.
Let us write A = ∏Cn. Then G = AC∞ is solvable and has no ﬁnite nor-
mal subgroups, so KG is prime. It is also helpful to assume that n is not
divisible by the characteristic of K. The difﬁculties arise when we attempt
to show that every right annihilator is generated by an idempotent. Since
KA is regular we know that all right annihilators there are generated by
idempotents, but not all right annihilators in KG lift from KA.
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